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COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA )

I, GREGORY J. WHEELER, being of lawful age and duly sworn upon my oath, depose

and state as follows:

1. My name is Gregory J. Wheeler and my business address is 800 North Harvey, Room

155, Oklahoma City, OK 73102.  I am Director Competitive Analysis/Marketing Support for

Southwestern Bell Communications Inc.

2. I was employed by Southwestern Bell Telephone Company (SWBT) in 1976 in

Oklahoma City, and from 1976 and 1987 held a number of assignments in Network Operations;

most of them as Manager - Technical/Network Operations. In those positions, I supervised
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Customer Service Technicians responsible for installation, exchange repair and cable repair for

the Oklahoma City North District; I supervised Maintenance Administrators; and analyzed

customer trouble reports. From 1987 to 1992, I held the position of Manager Marketing/

Business Sales where I supervised Communications Consultants and Service Representatives for

the Major Business Accounts District and Federal Marketing District in Oklahoma City.   I

accepted my current assignment in 1992.  My responsibilities in this assignment include

compiling, analyzing, and disseminating information concerning the extent of competition facing

SWBT in Oklahoma.  This includes acquiring information from public sources, internal sources,

and developing such information on my own (e.g., driving and mapping alternative fiber and

other network facilities). I have a Bachelor of Science degree from Southern Nazarene

University in Bethany, Oklahoma.

3. My affidavit presents information on competition in the provision of

telecommunications services in Oklahoma, and the presence of competitive and potentially

competitive alternative distribution networks in Oklahoma as well as plans by other companies

to construct those networks.

4. Wheeler Schedule 1 contains maps of the fiber network of Brooks Fiber

Communications (BFC) in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, the map of the Cox Communications

(Cox) fiber optic network in Oklahoma City, the map of the Multimedia Cablevision fiber

network in and around Oklahoma City,  and the map of the American Communications Services

Inc. (ACSI) fiber optic network in Tulsa. I personally prepared and verified the information

contained on the maps through access to public information sources and/or through visual

inspection of the networks.  The networks there shown understate the full extent of these
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alternative facilities since I did not have access to non-SWBT conduit and therefore could not

view all such facilities that may be in use. 

5. Wheeler Schedule 2 contains copies of the news articles and other information used in

developing my affidavit. This information principally concerns the scope or planned scope of

alternative facilities-based networks in Oklahoma that could be, are being, or will be used to

provide competing local exchange service to end user (retail service) customers or, for that

matter, as alternative sources  to SWBT's wholesale service offerings.

6. Oklahoma City and Tulsa account for approximately 55% of SWBT's local exchange

service (business and residence) revenues in the State of Oklahoma. They are also the areas our

competitors have targeted to date, and are the areas where our competitors have deployed or have

"planned" deployment of facilities.

7.  BFC's Oklahoma City network consists of approximately 50 fiber optic route miles,

and BFC has reported plans to invest an additional $20 million to expand the network over the

next ten years to cover an area of more than 88 fiber optic route miles.  The Sunday Oklahoman,

3/20/95.  BFC has installed a Lucent 5E central office switch to provide telecommunications

service  in Oklahoma City.   

8.  BFC has advertised the availability of its service in Oklahoma City saying: "Yes! It's

here. Brooks can deliver service like you've never had before." Wheeler Schedule 2, at 8. BFC

has a Home Page on the Internet which provides the Oklahoma City location, and phone/fax

numbers where it can be reached in Oklahoma City, along with the name of its General Manager.

(Id. at 9).  BFC has tariffs which offer both business and residence local exchange services to

Oklahoma City customers. (Id. at 31). And BFC has publicly stated that it is providing local

phone service in parts of Oklahoma City as well as in Tulsa. The Daily Oklahoman, 2/6/97, p.
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15; Wheeler Schedule 2, at 8a.  In fact, in March, 1997, two Oklahoma City SWBT customers

notified SWBT of their intent to disconnect a 60 station Plexar7 and a 119 station Plexar, and

advised the SWBT representative that they intend to obtain their local business service from

BFC.

9.  Cox Communications has a $26 million network deployed throughout the Oklahoma

City metropolitan area and has completed a 450 mile fiber network upgrade making the network

capable of providing two-way transmissions. Cox has a digital switch in Oklahoma City and is

reportedly planning on using its facilities to provide telecommunications and other services,

along with its affiliate Cox Fibernet whose facilities already cover the Oklahoma City business

community.  Cox has 2,000 miles of existing coaxial cable that links most homes in Oklahoma

City and serves approximately 116,081 cable television subscribers. Television & Cable

Factbook; The Sunday Oklahoman, 4/28/96.

10.  Cox Communications has indicated it plans to provide telephone service to 50 of its

employees in Oklahoma City in March 1997 and, if the employee trial is successful, to begin

providing commercial service in Oklahoma City in the third quarter of 1997. Interactive Week,

4/22/96; Cable World, 12/23/96. The scope and extent of the Cox Communications Oklahoma

City network is described by their General Manager as "the most extensive fiber optic network in

the capital" and "[t]here's not a business or residence in Oklahoma City that's more than half a

mile away from our fiber." The Journal Record, 11/26/96. Wheeler Schedule 2, at 3, 10, 6.

11. Multimedia Cablevision is reportedly in the process of deploying a $50 million fiber

optic network in towns surrounding Oklahoma City. The Daily Oklahoman, 7/8/94, pp. 13-14.

The current network is shown in Wheeler Schedule 1.  The project is part of a $150 million

expansion of Multimedia's cable base in Kansas, Oklahoma, Indiana, Illinois, and North Carolina
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with an eye on including telecom as well as traditional entertainment services in Multimedia's

future business operations. At the time of the article, Hyperion Telecommunications, a unit of

Multimedia Cablevision, was already providing telecommunications services to customers in the

Wichita, Kansas area.  Wheeler Schedule 2, at 17-18.

12. Indian Nations Fiberoptic, a subsidiary of Chickasaw Telephone Company which is

an incumbent local exchange carrier, has a 291 mile fiber optic network originating in Oklahoma

City extending to Norman and on south to Ardmore and Duncan.  The Sunday Constitution

(Lawton, OK), 9/11/94, p. E1. The network was designed to provide access to Cameron

University and city hospitals and to offer features such as telemedicine and distance learning

from the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center and the Oklahoma State Regents for

Higher Education. Wheeler Schedule 2, at 19.

13. There are also two Personal Communications Services (PCS) networks under

construction in Oklahoma City by companies that were granted PCS licenses by the FCC. Those

licenses were awarded to Western PCS Corporation (d/b/a VoiceStream Wireless) and

WirelessCo, LP (now Sprint Spectrum).  PCS has been described as offering the capability to

"have a phone number basically for wherever you go," and as being expected to drive prices

down "because you will be able to use it as a regular phone." Wheeler Schedule 2, at 16 & 12.

14. Public Service Company of Oklahoma (PSO) began providing telecommunications

services over a $6 million, 100 mile fiber optic network in Tulsa in 1987. Communications

Week, Monday 6/22/87, p. 44.  In 1995, BFC acquired PSO's (then 105 mile) fiber optic network

in Tulsa, and the acquisition expanded BFC's fiber optic network in Tulsa to a total area of

approximately 200 fiber optic route miles. Tulsa World, 8/29/96.  BFC has installed a Lucent 5E

central office switch to provide telecommunications services in Tulsa.  In a letter BFC sent to the
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business community in Tulsa it stated "IT'S HISTORY!!  The days of Southwestern Bell's

monopoly on local phone service is over.  Brooks Fiber Communications has been approved by

the Corporation Commission to offer local phone service to the businesses of the Tulsa area." 

Wheeler Schedule 2, at 25a.

15.  BFC's Home Page advertises Tulsa as one of its serving areas, and BFC also has

local exchange tariffs which offer both business and residential service in the area. Wheeler

Schedule 2, at 25 & 32. BFC has also stated publicly that it is providing local phone service in

parts of Tulsa. The Daily Oklahoman, 2/6/97, p. 15; Wheeler Schedule 2, at 8a.

16.  Tele-Communications Inc. (TCI), the nation's largest cable television company,

reportedly has been deploying a fiber optic network in Tulsa at a cost of approximately $50

million. The upgrade is designed to allow TCI to offer high-speed computer-modem service,

telephone service and home security, along with traditional cable television.  TCI has 40 cable

television franchise locations in Oklahoma, and serves approximately 158,500 cable television

subscribers in the Tulsa metropolitan area. Tulsa World, 8/29/96, p. E1; Television & Cable

Factbook. Wheeler Schedule 2, at 26 & 27.

17.  Another carrier, American Communications Services, Inc. (ACSI), has built a three

mile fiber optic network around downtown Tulsa, and expects to have 20 miles of network

completed by the end of June 1997, with the entire $7 million, 50 fiber mile project scheduled

for completion by mid-1998.  Tulsa World, 12/19/96. At the time of the article, ACSI was

already providing business telecommunications services, and projecting that it would be

providing local service in six months. ACSI was also advertising Tulsa as one of its serving areas

and stating that, if it had not installed a switch in the city yet, subscribers should wait because
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ACSI will be "a whole new phone company - one worth waiting for!" Wheeler Schedule 2, at 29

& 30.

18.  There are also two PCS networks being constructed in Tulsa by companies granted

PCS licenses by the FCC. Sprint Spectrum and Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems have those

licenses. Wheeler Schedule 2, at 16.
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The information contained in this affidavit and in the attached Schedules is true and correct to

the best of my knowledge and belief or reflects the statements or information provided by

sources referenced.

____________________________
GREGORY J. WHEELER

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ of ___________, 1997.

_____________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC

My commission expires:

___________________


